
THE CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP FINAL – Alan Tasker (Grey/Green top) v Neil Bennett (Yellow top) 

 
Game 1. Another year, and another chance for Neil Bennett to maybe this year 
take the title from Allan Tasker. Neil won the serve and after a long first rally took 
the first point, then bagged a pair to go 3 love up. Allan responded to level the 
score before adding a couple more to go 5 -3 up. Neil broke the run with a good 
volley drop of the serve . Allan regained the serve with an equally good return 
and added two more to go 8-4  up. A stunning drive off Allan’s backhand and a 
nicely weighted drop and Neil was back in the game at 8-6. A quick exchange of 
points one to Allan and two to Neil and the game was in the balance at 8-9 with 
Neil serving. A long rally culminating in drops and counter drops and the point 
went to Allan to go to Game Ball at 10-8. Allan closed out the first game 11-8. 

 
Game 2. Allan one game to love up, and 

the first two points were shared, at 1 all, 

before Neil took the next four points, 

moving Allan to all parts of the court to go 

5-1 up. Neil tinned the next and Allan collected the next three points to 

get back into the game and served at 4-5 to level the game.  Neil was 

having none of it and wrestled back the next point after another great 

rally stretching both players. This proved to be the decisive rally in the 

game and the momentum shifted to Neil as he controlled the next 6 

points to close out the game 11-4 and square the match at one all.  

Game 3.  Neil sensed an opening and with momentum 

behind him opened up a healthy 5-1 lead in the third 

game. Allan changed the pace with some lobs and 

collected 3 points to get back to 5-4, before Neil again 

took control to go into a 9-4 lead. The dreaded tin and 

9-5 then a stunning volley to go to game ball. Allan 

responded with patience and some good defensive 

play forcing errors from Neil and taking the next 3 

points, before Neil was able to close out the game 11-8 

and go 2-1 up. 

Game 4.  The crowd were now wondering if this was going to be Neil’s day, 

the fourth game started brightly with Neil scoring points quickly to go 3-1 up. 

Allan with a fresh green shirt was not going to let his grasp on the 

championship cup go just yet. With both players stretching the other and 

some referee decisions going both ways, Allan turned the game to go 5-3 up. 

Another stroke and Neil was back in and took the next point to level the 

match. A tin and a couple 

of soft strokes gave Allan 

the momentum in the 

game and Neil was unable 

to stop Allan winning the 

game 11-5 and levelling 

the match at 2-2.  

 



Game 5.  Into the final game and both 

players a little cagey trading points to 

go to 4-4. Allan strung together  the 

next 2 points to go 6-4 up. Neil grasped 

the next , Allan responded and the 

match was balanced at 7-6. Neil took 

advantage of a loose drive and 

switched the play to level the game and 

then took the next to go into the lead 

8-7. Touché and Allan levelled with a 

great drop and pushed to go 9-8 ahead. 

Tension in the crowd as Neil levelled 

and the match was all square 2 games all and 9 all in the 5th. 

Anybody’s match, the next two rallies ebbed and flowed, but 

both were won by Allan as he retained the Championship 

Cup 11-9. Neil ran Allan really close this year, the margins 

too tight to call with both players trading positions 

throughout the match providing a brilliant championship 

final. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Alan Tasker Won 3-2: 11-8, 4-11, 8-11, 11-5, 11-9 

 
 


